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Skyrmion ground state and gyration of skyrmions in magnetic nanodisks
without the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction
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We show by micromagnetic simulations that a spontaneous skyrmion ground state can exist in Co/Ru/Co
nanodisks without the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction, which can remain stable in the applied magnetic field
along the +z direction even up to 0.44 T. The guiding center (Rx ,Ry) of skyrmion defined by the moments of
the topological density presents a gyration with a star-like trajectory in a pulsed magnetic field and a hexagonal
trajectory after the field is switched off, which is different from that of a vortex or bubble. One of the coupled
skyrmions could move without an external magnetic field, just induced by the motion of the other one due to
strong interlayer magnetostatic interactions. This work sheds light on how skyrmions can be discovered in various
(not limited to magnetic) systems with competing energies and contributes to the understanding of the dynamical
properties of skyrmions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Skyrmions were originally introduced by the British parti-
cle physicist Tony Skyrme to describe localized, particle-like
configurations in the field of pion particles.1 Since that
seminal paper, skyrmions have been developed in many
fields, including classical liquids,2 liquid crystals,3 Bose-
Einstein condensates,4 quantum Hall magnets,5 and two-
dimensional isotropic magnetic materials.6–8 They also have
been theoretically predicted to exist in magnets with the
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction (DMI).9 Recently, many
experiments have proved their existence in helical magnets,
such as MnSi10 and Fe1−xCoxSi.11–13 However, most of the
skyrmions occurring in helimagnets were induced by an
external magnetic field, and only at low temperatures,11–13

which limits the technological application of skyrmions.14

Efforts have been made to resolve part of these problems.
For example, Yu et al.15 have obtained a skyrmion crystal near
room temperature in the helimagnet FeGe with a high helical
transition temperature (280 K) but assisted by an external
magnetic field. Heinze et al.16 observed a spontaneous atomic-
scale magnetic ground-state skyrmion lattice in a monolayer
Fe film, but still at a low temperature (about 11 K). Despite
all these efforts, spontaneous skyrmion-like magnetic ground
states at or above room temperature have not been reported.
Skyrmions existing in helimagnets are always associated with
chiral magnetic interactions, the so-called DMI, which favors
canted spin configuration.10–13,16–22 We note that the magneto-
static interaction favors spin canting and divergence-free spin
alignment to reduce the total energy,22,23 an effect similar to
that of the DMI. For example, confined magnetic thin films can
exhibit variant topological spin textures such as vortex-like or
meron-like states.24–27 Therefore, spontaneous ground states
of skyrmion-like configurations may be obtainable in ordinary
magnets of nanostructures without the DMI.

Topologically nontrivial magnetic nanostructures have at-
tracted long-standing attention due to their peculiar spin con-
figurations and dynamic behaviors for promising technological
applications and, in particular, to the rich physics involved.14,28

Extensive theoretical and experimental research has revealed

their dynamics depending on their topological charges and
spin textures.29–31 The topological structure of skyrmions
distinguishes from magnetic vortex and bubble. Therefore,
we expect an unusual dynamical behavior in skyrmions.

In this work, we report direct observation of a spontaneous
ground state of skyrmion-like configuration in Co/Ru/Co
nanodisks without the DMI by micromagnetic simulations. We
observe a gyration of the guiding center (Rx,Ry) of skyrmions
with a star-like trajectory in a pulsed magnetic field and a
hexagonal trajectory after the field is switched off, which is
different from the pentagram trajectory of the mean position
(X,Y ) of magnetic bubbles.32,33 Moreover, the gyration of
skyrmions in the bottom nanolayer without the presence of
a field can be stimulated by the motion of skyrmions in the
top nanolayer. This indirect control of skyrmion motion offers
the potential applications in information-signal processing and
spin devices.14,21,34–36

II. MICROMAGNETIC METHODS

Hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) Co/Ru/Co nanodisks with
a high Curie temperature and large uniaxial anisotropy are used
to study the formation and gyrotropic motion of skyrmions
without the DMI by the three-dimensional object oriented mi-
cromagnetic framework (OOMMF) code.37 The material param-
eters of cobalt chosen include saturation magnetization Ms =
1.4 × 106 A/m, exchange stiffness Aex = 3 × 10−11 J/m, and
uniaxial anisotropy constant Ku = 5.2 × 105 J/m3 with the
direction perpendicular to the nanodisk plane. HCP (0001)
Co/Ru/Co multilayers can be prepared by electron-beam
evaporation, magnetron sputtering deposition, or ultrahigh
vacuum deposition.38–40 Interfacial coupling coefficients of
the adjacent surfaces for different thicknesses of Ru were from
Ref. 41. The thickness of Co was tuned from 5 to 25 nm; that
of Ru, from 1 to 20 nm. The diameter of a Co/Ru/Co nanodisk
in the phase diagram and gyration was chosen to be 200 nm.
To study the diameter dependence of the skyrmion radius, the
diameter of Co (20 nm)/Ru (2 nm)/Co (20 nm) was from 160
to 210 nm. The cell size was 4 × 4 × 1 nm3 for simulating
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Sketch of a Co/Ru/Co nanodisk.
(b) Micromagnetic simulation result for a Co (20 nm)/Ru (2 nm)/Co
(20 nm) nanodisk. Arrows and colors correspond to the directions
of the local magnetization and the magnitude of the out-of-plane
magnetization component (Mz) at every point, respectively. Spin
textures in both the top and the bottom nanolayers are skyrmions.

magnetic ground states, which is smaller than the exchange
length of cobalt (about 4.94 nm). At phase boundaries, the
cell size was reduced to 2 × 2 × 1 nm3 to test stability of
the obtained states. The dimensionless damping α was chosen
to be 0.25 for rapid convergence. Different initial magnetic
states [vortex-like (with the same or opposite chirality), in-
plane-like, and out-of-plane-like initial states] were used to
get the most stable ground state. As for gyration simulation,
the cell size was 2 × 2 × 2 nm3 and α was 0.02. A pulsed
magnetic field of 10-ns width and 50-mT magnitude along the
+x direction was applied to the top or bottom nanolayer.

III. FORMATION OF SKYRMIONS

Figure 1(a) is a sketch of a single Co (20 nm)/Ru (2 nm)/Co
(20 nm) nanodisk with a diameter of 200 nm. Figure 1(b)
represents the micromagnetic simulation result of the nanodisk
with an out-of-plane-like initial state. The equilibrium states
of the top and bottom nanolayers are typical skyrmion-like

magnetic configurations. The magnetization M is down (along
the −z axis) in the centers and up (along the +z axis)
on the boundaries and it rotates gradually from the −z axis
to the +z axis in the intermediate regions of the nanolayers.
The magnetic chirality of the top nanolayer is right-handed,
while that of the bottom one is left-handed. To elucidate the
equilibrium state’s nature, we calculate the skyrmion number
using the following formula:16,32

S = 1

4π

∫∫
qdxdy, q ≡ 1

2
εμν(∂μm × ∂νm) · m, (1)

where εμν is the antisymmetric tensor, q is the topological den-
sity, and m is the unit vector of local magnetization. S is found
to be approximately −1, showing a signature of a skyrmion-
like state. Similar magnetic spin textures have been found in a
patterned Co/Ru/Co nanodisk array with the diameter the same
as that of the single Co/Ru/Co nanodisk. The distance between
centers of two nearest-neighboring nanodisks was 250 nm, as
shown in Fig. 2. The result suggests that a stray field between
two nearest-neighboring nanodisks (250 nm apart) has little
influence on the skyrmion spin textures.

The formation of magnetic stable states is the consequence
of minimizing the Gibbs free energy of magnetic systems.
Figure 3(a) illustrates time dependences of the total energy,
exchange energy, uniaxial anisotropy energy, demagnetization
energy, and antiferromagnetic coupling energy for the case in
Fig. 1. The exchange energy, uniaxial anisotropy energy, and
demagnetization energy are two orders of magnitude higher
than the interfacial antiferromagnetic coupling energy and,
thus, are vital to the emergence of a skyrmion spin texture.
At the beginning, the out-of-plane-like initial state has a very
high value of total energy due to the significant demagneti-
zation energy. To lower the total energy, the demagnetization
energy decreases rapidly with time, whereas the exchange en-
ergy and uniaxial anisotropy energy both increase significantly.
A balance is reached and the total energy is almost unchanged
after 0.5 ns. Concurrently, the skyrmion number S drops to
about −1 for the top and bottom nanolayers, as shown in the
inset in Fig. 3(b), suggesting that a spontaneous topologically
stable knot emerges in the magnetization.10

As elaborated in many articles,10–13,15–22 the DMI is crucial
to the formation of magnetic skyrmion-like states, which favors
canting spins. The DMI is defined as12,42–44

HDMI =
∫∫

DM · (∇ × M)dxdy, (2)

where D is DMI constant. But in this work, skyrmions are
spontaneously formed without the DMI. As discussed above,
the competition among the exchange energy, demagnetization
energy, and uniaxial anisotropy energy plays a significant role
in the emergence of skyrmions. To quantify the competition
effect, we define a quantity to mimic the DMI:

� =
∫∫

M · (∇ × M)dxdy. (3)

From Eq. (3), we calculate � as a function of time on
both the top and the bottom Co nanolayers [see Fig. 3(b)].
Notably, when energies compete drastically with each other
before 0.5 ns in Fig. 3(a), the � for both Co nanolayers
significantly changes. Then all energies reach equilibrium and
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Equilibrium magnetic state of a Co (20 nm)/Ru (2 nm)/Co (20 nm) nanodisk array evolving from the out-of-plane-like
initial state. All the nanodisks have typical skyrmion-like magnetic configurations.

� remains relatively unchanged after 0.8 ns. This indicates
that the competition among the three energies can produce an
effect similar to that of the DMI to form skyrmions.

Figure 4 shows the phase diagram of the magnetic ground
state of a Co/Ru/Co nanodisk as a function of the thicknesses of
ruthenium (tRu) and cobalt (tCo) derived from micromagnetic
simulations. tRu is changed from 1 to 20 nm, and tCo from 5 to
25 nm, with a fixed diameter of 200 nm. The phase diagram
shows four regions: the vortex-like state, skyrmion-like state,
multidomain state, and mixed state (more than one stable
or metastable state). Stable skyrmions can exist only in a
small fraction of the phase diagram with tCo appropriately
chosen and tRu smaller than 4 nm. This is obviously a
delicate balance between different energies, especially the
interlayer magnetostatic interaction. If tCo goes beyond 25 nm,
regardless of tRu, the multidomain state appears to minimize
the demagnetization energy. If the separation layer of Ru
gets very thick where the interlayer magnetostatic interaction
between two Co nanolayers becomes diluted, the intralayer

demagnetization factor starts to play a more essential role,
constraining the local magnetization in plane to form the vortex
state. Though we have been emphasizing the importance of
interlayer magnetostatic interaction by controlling the tRu, it
is still not sufficient to reduce just the tRu for the skyrmion
state. Moreover, the interfacial antiferromagnetic or ferromag-
netic coupling becomes more effective once tCo is smaller
than 8 nm.

IV. STABILITY OF SKYRMION

Figure 5 represents the stability of skyrmions under
an external magnetic field along +z axis. The normalized
magnetization curve of the nanodisk and the corresponding
skyrmion number as a function of the field are shown in
Fig. 5(a). The insets in Fig. 5(a) illustrate the profiles of
magnetic stable states of the top nanolayer at different fields.
The magnetization increases almost linearly with the magnetic
field until saturation at 0.64 T, where skyrmions are suppressed
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Time dependence of different energies
for a Co (20 nm)/Ru (2 nm)/Co (20 nm) nanodisk with a
diameter of 200 nm. (b) Competition among the exchange energy,
demagnetization energy, and uniaxial anisotropy energy has an effect
similar to the DMI (here represented by �). Inset: Skyrmion number
as a function of time.

completely. Concurrently, skyrmion numbers of the top and
bottom nanolayers change slightly, from approximately −1
to −0.9, and rise sharply, up to about 0, when the field
is up to 0.64 T. To investigate the spatial distribution of
magnetization, we show the r dependence of θ in Fig. 5(b). θ is
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Phase diagram of spin textures derived
from micromagnetic simulations. The spin textures as functions of
the thickness of Co and of Ru illustrate four regions: the vortex-like
state, skyrmion-like state, multidomain state, and mixed state. Phase
boundaries are marked by white lines.

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Normalized magnetization curve
(M-B curve) of the Co (20 nm)/Ru (2 nm)/Co (20 nm) nanodisk and
the corresponding skyrmion number of the top (“top-S”) and bottom
(“bottom-S”) nanolayers as a function of the field. (b) Averaged angle
between the local magnetization and the +z axis in the range of
(r, r + dr) under different magnetic fields.

defined as the averaged angle between the local magnetization
and the +z axis in the range of (r, r + dr) as described
in Fig. 1(a). The behavior of θ at zero magnetic field is
typically skyrmion-like and rules out the possible existence
of cylindrical bubble domains.14,45 Besides, the distribution
of magnetization does not match the Belavin-Polyakov (BP)6

solution as demonstrated in Fig. 9. With an increasing magnetic
field, θ values in the center and at the edge of the nanodisk
align rigidly till the critical saturation field (0.64 T) is reached.
θ at the edge remains always tilted from a 0 value, possibly due
to the stray field at the edge, which results in the absence of a
small fraction of the order parameter sphere when the skyrmion
is mapped from real space to an order parameter sphere as
illustrated in Fig. 8. In contrast to the rigidity of magnetization
in the center and at the edge, θ in the intermediate region
decreases gradually with the field, which has a variation
tendency similar to that reported in Ref. 46. Figure 5 indicates
that skyrmions remain in a similar configuration under the
external field even up to 0.44 T, which is higher than the
reported one10–12,15 (see Supplemental Material).47 Obviously,
the skyrmion obtained in the nanodisk is quite robust.

V. DYNAMICS OF SKYRMIONS

We also investigated the gyrotropic motion of the guiding
center of skyrmions. The guiding center (Rx ,Ry) is essential for
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a, b) Trajectories of the guiding centers of skyrmions in both the top and the bottom nanolayers when a pulsed
magnetic field is applied to the top nanolayer. (c, d) Gyrotropic motion of the guiding centers of skyrmions after the applied magnetic field is
switched off. Colors are used to indicate time-dependent positions of (Rx ,Ry). The filled black circle represents the new equilibrium position
under the magnetic field.

the dynamics of a skyrmion, which is defined by the moments
of the topological density:32,48

Rx =
∫∫

xqdxdy∫∫
qdxdy

, Ry =
∫∫

yqdxdy∫∫
qdxdy

, (4)

where q is the topological density defined in Eq. (1). First, a
pulsed magnetic field of 10-ns width and 50-mT magnitude
is applied along the +x direction on the top nanolayer, as
demonstrated in Fig. 6(a). The guiding center gyrates towards
its new equlibrium position along the field, which is different
from the motion of the vortex.49,50 The trajectory of (Rx ,Ry)
of the top nanolayer is initially like a star (before 2.4 ns),
then an elliptical orbit, and, finally, is damped around its
new equilibrium position (33.5 nm, 0 nm), represented by
the filled black circle. Stimulated by the gyrotropic motion
of the top skyrmion through strong interlayer magnetostatic
interaction, the skyrmions in the bottom nanolayer without the
presence of a field almost synchronously gyrate, as shown in
Fig. 6(b). This indirect control of skyrmion motion may be used
in information-signal processing and spin devices.14,21,34–36

Once the field is turned off, (Rx,Ry) in both nanolayers begin
to gyrate back to the origin (0,0), as shown in Figs. 6(c)
and 6(d). Initally, the trajectories of the two guiding centers of
skyrmions are hexagons (before 15.24 ns), which is similar to

hypocycloid involute. The period of this hexagon-like motion
is approximately T = 1 ns (i.e., frequency f = 1 GHz).
The average velocity in the first period is about 200 m/s.
The corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectra of the
trajectories illustrate two eigenfrequencies, 0.96 and 4.98 GHz,
with a ratio of about 1:5 as illustrated in Fig. 7. These
trajectories of (Rx ,Ry) have never been observed in other
topological magnetic systems (vortices or bubbles), which
usually have a circular or an elliptical orbit. Note that a
pentagram trajectory resulting from the deformation of the
circular domain wall in a magnetic bubble was reported
previously,32,33 which is about the mean position (X,Y )
defined by the moments of the magnetization. However, the
hexagon-like trajectories in this work are due to the distribution
variance of the topological density of the whole system and
about the guiding centers (Rx ,Ry) defined by the moments of
the topological density. Moreover, the motion of skyrmions
cannot be correctly described by the mean position (X,Y ).
Therefore, our hexagon-like trajectories of (Rx ,Ry) in the
skyrmion are different from the pentagram trajectory of (X,Y )
in the magnetic bubble. These may be understood by their
differences in spin textures as well as the strong magnetostatic
interaction of the double-skyrmion system (a detailed analysis
will be discussed in future work). After 14.24 ns, gyration
orbits change to circular ones (see Supplemental Material).47
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Influence of skyrmion chiralities on gyration of the guiding center of skyrmions. (a, e) Schematics of skyrmions
with right-handed and left-handed chiralities. (b, f) Motion of opposite chiral skyrmions when a pulsed magnetic field is applied along the
+x direction to the top or bottom nanolayer, respectively. (c, g) Gyrotropic motion of skyrmions after the applied field is switched off.
(d, h) Corresponding FFT spectra of the hexagonal trajectories. (Rxt , Ryt ) and (Rxb, Ryb) are the positions of the guiding center of skyrmions
in the top and the bottom nanolayer, respectively.

The influence of skyrmion chirality on the guiding center of
skyrmion gyration is illustrated in Fig. 7. Figures 7(a) and 7(e)
are sketches of right-handed and left-handed magnetization.
The skyrmion of the top and bottom nanolayers are right-
handed and left-handed, respectively. The motion of opposite
chiral skyrmions when a pulsed magnetic field along the
+x direction is applied on the top or bottom nanolayer
is shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(f). The guiding center of
the skyrmion gyrates towards the new equilibrium position
along the field applied to the top nanolayer, but against
the field when the field is applied to the bottom nanolayer.
Figures 7(c) and 7(g) are the corresponding gyrations after
the applied field is switched off. The trajectories are similar.
Both of the trajectories are hexagons before 15.24 ns and
the corresponding FFT spectra are demonstrated in Figs. 7(d)
and 7(h). Both of the hexagonal trajectories have two
eigenfrequencies with approximately the same values, about
0.96 and 4.98 GHz. The ratio of the two frequencies is
about 1:5.

VI. DISCUSSION

Figure 8 shows the mapping to the unit sphere of an
order-parameter space from the skyrmion configuration of a
Co (20 nm)/Ru (2 nm)/Co (20 nm) nanodisk with a diameter

FIG. 8. (Color online) Mapping from the skyrmion configuration
to the unit sphere.

of 200 nm. A small fraction of a region is missing from the
unit sphere. This missing region corresponds to about 0.5% of
the sphere area. Nevertheless, the mapped region can still give
rise to a skyrmion number (about −0.995) close to −1.0 for a
fully mapped skyrmion sphere.

θ as a function of x (x = r/R) is illustrated in Fig. 9, where
R is the skyrmion radius in which θ goes to π/2. Diameters of
Co/Ru/Co nanodisks are from 160 to 210 nm. All curves from
different nanodisk diameters collapse to one. The skyrmion
radius is found to be from 51 to 70 nm, corresponding to
a diameter of from 160 to 210 nm. The solid (red) line is
the BP solution for the nonlinear SO(3) σ model. Skyrmions
obtained in the Co/Ru/Co nanodisks do not match the BP
solution. In these nanodisks, the competition among exchange
energy, uniaxial anisotropy energy, and demagnetization en-
ergy results in the formation of a skyrmion spin configuration
instead of the single exchange energy considered in the BP
solution.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Variation of θ as a function of x (x =
r/R) for different diameters of Co (20 nm)/Ru (2 nm)/Co (20 nm)
nanodisks. The solid (red) line is the BP solution of the nonlinear
SO(3) σ model.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have revealed the existence of a sponta-
neous magnetic skyrmion ground state in Co/Ru/Co nanodisks
without chiral DMI. The competition of the exchange energy,
demagnetization energy, and uniaxial anisotropy energy acts
similarly to the DMI and thus leads to the formation of an
intriguing skyrmion texture. This nontrivial topological spin
texture is very stable even against an external magnetic field
up to 0.44 T, higher than the highest reported value, about
0.3 T. We observe a gyration of the guiding centers (Rx,Ry)
with a star-like trajectory in a magnetic field and a hexagonal
trajectory after the field is switched off. We also observe
synchronous gyrotropic motions of two skyrmions in two Co

nanolayers (one with a field, the other one without). These
gyrotropic motions of the skyrmion are distinguished from the
magnetic vortex or bubble and contribute to the understanding
of the dynamical properties of skyrmions. Our study suggests a
new approach to the generation of skyrmion textures in various
confined magnetic systems and paves the way to the design of
spintronic and magnetic storage devices.
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